Kernel methods have produced state-of-theart results for a number of NLP tasks such as relation extraction, but suffer from poor scalability due to the high cost of computing kernel similarities between discrete natural language structures. A recently proposed technique, kernelized locality-sensitive hashing (KLSH), can significantly reduce the computational cost, but is only applicable to classifiers operating on kNN graphs. Here we propose to use random subspaces of KLSH codes for efficiently constructing an explicit representation of NLP structures suitable for general classification methods. Further, we propose an approach for optimizing the KLSH model for classification problems by maximizing a variational lower bound on mutual information between the KLSH codes (feature vectors) and the class labels. We evaluate the proposed approach on biomedical relation extraction datasets, and observe significant and robust improvements in accuracy w.r.t. state-of-the-art classifiers, along with drastic (orders-of-magnitude) speedup compared to conventional kernel methods.
Introduction
The explosive growth in the volume of scientific publications in the biomedical domain calls for efforts to automate information extraction from biomedical literature. In particular, the task of identifying biological entities and their relations from scientific papers has attracted significant recent attention (Garg et al., 2016; Hahn and Surdeanu, 2015; Krallinger et al., 2008; Hakenberg et al., 2008 )-especially for its potential impact towards personalized cancer treatment (Cohen, 2015 ; Rzhetsky, Figure 1 : On the left, we have a parse tree of a sentence. In the sentence, the tokens corresponding to a bioentity (proteins, molecules, chemicals, etc.) or an interaction type are underlined. We highlight one extraction in the sentence with color coding for its constituents: an interaction type (green) & bio-entities either participating in the interaction (red), or catalyzing it (orange). From two extraction candidates (valid/invalid), we obtain subgraphs from the parse tree, used as structural features to binary classify the candidates.
2016; Valenzuela-Escárcega et al., 2017) . See Fig. 1 for an example of the relation extraction task. For the relation extraction task, approaches based on convolution kernels (Haussler, 1999) have demonstrated state-of-the-art performance (Chang et al., 2016; Garg et al., 2016; Qian and Zhou, 2012; Tikk et al., 2010; Airola et al., 2008) . Despite their success and intuitive appeal, kernel methods can suffer from relatively high computational cost since computing kernel similarities between two natural language structures (graphs, paths, sequences, etc.) can be a relatively expensive operation. Furthermore, to build a support vector machine (SVM) or a k-nearest neighbor (kNN) classifier from N training examples, one needs to compute kernel similarities between O(N 2 ) pairs of training points, which can be prohibitively expensive for large N .
There have been several attempts to make the kernel methods more efficient for NLP tasks using techniques such as caching kernel similarities be-tween substructures, or making a kernel similarity computation efficient, etc. (Moschitti, 2006; Severyn and Moschitti, 2012; Severyn and Moschitti, 2013) . However, these approaches do not eliminate the above quadratic bottleneck of computing kernel similarity between O(N 2 ) pairs during a model training phase. The introduction of kernelized locality-sensitive hashing (KLSH) (Kulis and Grauman, 2009; Joly and Buisson, 2011) allowed s reduction in the number of kernel computations down to O(N ) by providing efficient approximation for constructing kNN graphs. Those methods, however, are limited only to classifiers that operate on kNN graphs. Thus, the question is whether one can generalize this principally scalable approach to more general classifiers.
The main contribution of this paper is a principled approach for building an explicit representation for structured data, as opposed to an implicit one, by using random subspaces of KLSH codes. The intuition behind our approach is as follows. If we keep the total number of bits in the KLSH codes of NLP structures relatively large (e.g., 1000 bits), and take many random subsets of bits (e.g., 30 bits each), we can build a large variety of generalized representations which preserves detailed information present in NLP structures by distributing this information across different generalizations. 1 The main advantage of the proposed representation is that is lends itself to more general classification methods such as random forest (RF) (Ho, 1995; Breiman, 2001) . Fig. 2 depicts the high-level workflow of the proposed approach.
As our second major contribution, we propose a theoretically justified and computationally efficient method for optimizing the KLSH representation with respect to: (i) KLSH-specific configuration parameters, or tuning parameters of a classifier like the number of trees in an RF, and (ii) a reference set of examples w.r.t. which kernel similarities of each example in the training/test sets is computed for obtaining its KLSH code. This is accomplished by maximizing a variational lower bound on mutual information between KLSH codes of NLP structures and their class labels. 2 In addition to the scalability issue, kernels also 1 KLSH code compute cost is linear w.r.t. number of bits. 2 Upon publication, code will be released on GitHub, along with preprocessed features for the public datasets. Figure 2 : On the left, we have a subgraph, from Fig. 1 , that need to be binary classified (y = 1 or y = 0). We map the subgraph to a (kernel similarity-based) localitysensitive hashcode of large length (c), and use it as an input features vector to an ensemble classifier. For instance, it is very efficient and intuitive to train a Random Forest on binary kernel-hashcodes; in the figure, each node in a decision tree takes decisions simply based upon the value of a hashcode bit, with each bit representing presence or absence of structural patterns in the subgraph.
suffer from lack of flexibility, depending typically on a small number of tunable parameters, as opposed to, for instance, neural networks that can have millions of learnable parameters. Another important contribution of this paper is a nonstationary extension to the conventional convolution kernels to achieve better expressiveness and flexibility, by proposing a richer parameterization of the kernel similarity function. The additional parameters that result from the non-stationary extension can also be optimized by maximizing the lower bound. We validate our model on the relational extraction task using four publicly available datasets. We observe significant improvements in F1 scores w.r.t. the state-of-the-art methods, including RNN, CNN, etc., along with large reductions in compute time w.r.t. traditional kernel-based classifiers.
Learning Kernelized Hashcode
Representation for Classification
As indicated in Fig. 1 , we map the relation extraction task to a classification problem, where each candidate interaction as represented by a corresponding (sub)structure is classified either valid or invalid.
be a set of data points representing NLP structures (such as sequences, paths, graphs) with their corresponding class labels, y = {y i } N i=1 . Our goal is to infer the class label of a given test data point S * . Within the kernel-based methods, this is done via a kernel similarity function K(S i , S j ) defined for any pair of structures S i and S j , augmented with an appropriate kernel-based classifier (Garg et al., 2016; Srivastava et al., 2013; Culotta and Sorensen, 2004; Zelenko et al., 2003) .
The remainder of this section is organized as follows: We provide a background on kernel localitysensitive hashing (KLSH) techniques in Sec. 2.1, and present our proposal to leverage high-dimensional KLSH codes as explicit feature representations in Sec. 2.2. 3 In Sec. 2.3 we introduce efficient algorithms for task-specific optimization of KLSH codes. Finally, we discuss nonstationary extension of kernels in Sec. 2.4.
Kernel Locality-Sensitive Hashing (KLSH)
We now describe a generic method for mapping an arbitrary data point S i to a binary kernel-hashcode c i ∈ {0, 1} H , using a KLSH technique that relies upon a convolution kernel function K(., .).
Let us consider a set of data points S that might include both labeled and unlabeled examples. As a first step in constructing the KLSH codes, we select a random subset S R ⊂ S of size |S R | = M , which we call a reference set; this corresponds to the grey dots in the left-most panel of Fig. 3 . Typically, the size of the reference set is significantly smaller than the size of the whole dataset, M N . Next, let k i be a real-valued vector of size M , whose j-th component is the kernel similarity between the data point S i and the j-th element in the reference set, k i,j = K(S i , S R j ). Further, let h l (k i ), l = 1, · · · , H, be a set of H binary valued hash functions that take k i as an input and map it to binary bits and let h(k i ) = {h l (k i )} H l=1 . The kernel hashcode representation is then given as c i = h(k i ).
We now describe a specific choice of hash functions h l (.) based on nearest neighbors, called as Random k Nearest Neighbors (RkNN). For a given l, let S 1 l ⊂ S R and S 2 l ⊂ S R be two randomly selected, equal-sized and non-overlapping subsets of defined similarly (indicated by red and blue arrows in Fig. 3 ). Then the corresponding hash function is: 3 We use terms KLSH and kernel-hashing interchangably.
Figure 3: An illustration of the Random K Nearest Neighbors (RkNN) hashing technique. First, we obtain a small subset (gray dots) from a super set of NLP structures as a reference set S R that we use for constructing hash functions. For each hash function, two purely random subsets from the gray dots are obtained, denoted with red and blue colors. For a given structure, we find its kernel-based 1-nearest neighbor in both of the subsets as indicated by the arrows. Depending on which of the two 1-NNs-either the red 1-NN or the blue 1-NN-is the nearest to the sample, hash function h 1 (.) assigns value zero or one to the sample. The same procedure applies to h 2 (.). In this manner, we generate hashcodes with a large number of bits as explicit representations of NLP structures.
Pictorial illustration of this hashing scheme is provided in Fig. 3 , where S i 's nearest neighbors in either subset are indicated by the red and blue arrows. 4 Other Kernel-Hashing Techniques: The same principle of random sub-sampling is applied in KLSH techniques previously proposed in (Kulis and Grauman, 2009; Joly and Buisson, 2011) . In (Joly and Buisson, 2011) , h l (.) is built by learning a (random) maximum margin boundary (RMM) that discriminates between the two subsets, S 1 l and S 2 l . In (Kulis and Grauman, 2009) 
l , which is a (approximately) random linear hyperplane in the kernel implied feature space; this is referred to as "Kulis" here. A KLSH model, along with its parameters, is denoted as M h k ; f M h k refers to the type of M h k , from the three choices. Efficiency of Hashcode Computation: It is worthwhile noting that for a fixed number of kernel computations M per structure S i , a large number of hashcode bits (H) can be generated through the randomization principle with computational cost linear in H. We exploit this property in our main algorithmic contribution, discussed next.
Kernel-Hashcodes as Explicit Feature
Representations of NLP Structures We propose a novel use of KLSH codes as generalized representations (feature vectors).
KLSH in kNN to General Classifiers:
The key idea of KLSH as an approximate technique for finding the nearest neighbors of S i is that rather than computing its kernel similarity w.r.t. all other elements in S, kernel similarities are computed only w.r.t. the NLP structures in the bucket of c i or the neighboring buckets, i.e. the buckets of hashcodes with small Hamming distance to c i . This approximation works well in practice if a hashing approach is locality sensitive. 5 Locality sensitivity property states that NLP structures, that are assigned kernel-hashcodes with low hamming distance to each other, are highly similar (nearest neighbors) to each other according to the kernel function; this property should not only mean that nearest neighbors can be found within the neighboring hashcode buckets, but it also implies that KLSH codes can serve as explicit representations of NLP structures. Longer Kernel-Hashcodes: In kNN classifiers using KLSH, a small number of hashcode bits (H), corresponding to a small number of hashcode buckets, generate a coarse partition of the feature spacesufficient for approximate computation of a kNN graph. In our representation learning framework, however, hashcodes must extract enough information about class labels from NLP structures, so we propose to generate longer hashcodes, i.e. H 1. Kernel-Hashcodes Explicitly Representing Substructures: Unlike regular kernel methods (SVM, kNN, etc.), we use kernels to build an explicit feature space, via kernel-hashing. Referring to Fig. 3 , when using RkNN technique to obtain c i for S i , l th hashcode bit, c i,l , should correspond to finding a substructure in S i , that should also be present in its 1-NN from either the set S 1 l or S 2 l , depending on the bit value being 0 or 1. Thus, c i represents finding important substructures in S i in relation to S R . The same should apply for the other KLSH techniques. 6 
Random Subspaces of Kernel Hashcodes:
The next question is how to use the binary-valued representations for building a good classifier. Intuitively, not all the bits may be matching across the hashcodes of NLP structures in training and test datasets. So a single classifier trained on all the hashcode bits may overfit in testing scenarios. This is especially relevant for bio-information extraction tasks where there is a high possibility of mismatch between training and test conditions (Airola et al., 2008; Garg et al., 2016) . Therefore, we adopt the approach of building an ensemble of classifiers, with each one built on a random subspace of hashcodes (Zhou, 2012; Kuncheva, 2004; Ho, 1998) .
For building each classifier in an ensemble of R classifiers, η bits are selected randomly from H 1 hash bits; for inference on a test NLP structure S * , we take mean statistics over the inferred probability vectors from each of the classifiers, as it is a standard practice in ensemble approaches. Another way of building an ensemble from subspaces of hashcodes is bagging (Breiman, 1996) . If we use a decision tree as a classifier in ensemble, it corresponds to a random forest (Ho, 1995; Breiman, 2001) .
It is highly efficient to train a random forest (RF) with a large number of decision trees (R 1), even on long binary hashcodes (H 1), leveraging the fact that decision trees can be very efficient to train and test on binary features.
Supervised Optimization of KLSH Model
Here we propose a framework for optimization of the KLSH model for a supervised classification task. The parameters of the model to be optimized include the reference set S R , 7 the configuration parameters α, H, f M h k , R, η, and the kernel parameters. One important aspect of the above-specified optimization problem is that the optimal kernel hashing parameters are shared between all the hash functions jointly, and are not specific to any of the hash functions. This kind of optimization allows us to keep individual hash functions randomized (as each hash function is built using a small random subset of S R ), which should help in learning kernelhashcode-based representations that are more robust to over-fitting a training dataset. Also, while it is theoretically difficult to establish, this inherent randomization of hash functions, despite the learning of the parameters, should help towards keeping kernel hashcodes locality-sensitive (an important property for hashcodes to be good feature representations).
Mutual Information as an Objective Function:
Intuitively, we want to generate hashcodes that are maximally informative about the class labels. Thus, for optimizing the KLSH model (denoted as M h k ), a natural objective function is the mutual information (MI) between kernel-hashcodes (C) of S and the class labels (Y), I(C, Y) = H(Y) − H(Y|C), where H(.) is the Shannon entropy (Cover and Thomas, 2012) . MI is a fundamental measure of dependence between random variables and has been used extensively for feature selection problems in supervised settings (Fleuret, 2004; Peng et al., 2005; Brown et al., 2012; Nguyen et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2018) .
Unfortunately, estimating MI in high-dimensional settings is an extremely difficult problem due to curse of dimensionality (Donoho and others, 2000; Kraskov et al., 2004; Walters-Williams and Li, 2009; Singh and Póczos, 2014; Gao et al., 2015) . Instead, here we propose to maximize a variational lower bound on MI (Barber and Agakov, 2003; Chalk et al., 2016; Gao et al., 2016; Alemi et al., 2017) .
To derive the lower bound (LB), we rewrite the mutual information as (Barber and Agakov, 2003) :
where q(y|c) is an arbitrary proposal distribution, and the inequality follows from non-negativity of the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the true and variational distributions, log
We denote the lower bound in Eq. 2 byĪ(C : Y),
For high-dimensional kernel hashcodes, computing p(y|c) is intractable, and that is required to compute H(Y|C). Though, one can instead use a proposal distribution, q(y|c), approximating p(y|c), which may be easier to compute; this leads to the Variational MI LB; any classifier that can infer class probabilities is usable as a proposal distribution. Empirical Estimate of MI LB: For an empirical estimate, expectation of q(y|c) is computed approximately using samples of hashcodes and the class labels; for a given M h k , C for S are computed, and a discriminative classifier is trained on {C, y} to obtain the class inference probabilities for S, as q(y|c).
Algorithm 1 KLSHOptimizeReferenceSetSupervised
Require: Training dataset, {S, y}; initial & final sizes of S R , I and M respectively; β, γ are the number of samples from S, as candidates for S R , and for computing the MI LB, respectively; kernel function, K(., .); KLSH configuration, H, α, f M h k ; ensemble parameters, R, η, to compute MI LB. 1: r d ← randomSubset(N , I) % initialize Reference set 2: % optimizing the reference set up to size M greedily 3: for l = 1 → M do 4:
if l > I then 5:
% add one more element randomly 6:
end if 8:
KC ←computeKernel(S(r lb ), S(r ref )) % γ×β size
13:
% iterate over candidates elements for greedy step 14:
for q = 1 → β do 15:
end for 19:
For computation efficiency as well as robustness w.r.t. overfitting, we use small random subsets (of size γ) from a training set for stochastic empirical estimates of the MI LB, motivated by the idea of stochastic gradients (Bottou, 2010) . MI LB Estimate with RF: Preferably, an ensemble (RF) classifier can be used for q(y|c).
The advantage of using RF for q(y|c), besides efficiency, is that it should implicitly lead to computing a LB on MI between, subspaces of C, and y, and is thus helpful for more robust learning of M h k . Next, we discuss algorithms optimizing different kinds of parameters in the kernel hashing model by maximizing the MI LB; since kernel matrices can be computed in parallel using multiple cores, all the algorithms can take advantage of parallel computing.
Informative Selection of Reference Set:
In Alg. 1, S R is selected by maximizing the MI LB.
S R ← arg max S R ⊂SĪ (C : Y) MI LB is maximized greedily, adding one element to S R in each step (line 3); greedy maximization of MI-like objectives has been successful (Gao et al.,
Algorithm 2 KLSHOptimizeConfigurationSupervised
Require: Training dataset, {S, y}; Reference set of constant size M N , S R ; number of samples from set S for computing MI LB, γ; kernel similarity function, K(., .).
% η=None refers to bagging based ensemble 6:
for R ∈ { 1, · · · , 250 }, η ∈ { None, 5, · · · , 30 } do 7:
mi lb ← computeMILB(C, y(r lb ), R, η) 8:
Store {f M h k , α, H, R, η} and mi lb 9:
end for 10: end for 11:
hashcodes with optimized configuration (maximum MI LB)
12: return optimized configuration and hashcodes C 2016; Krause et al., 2008) . Since we need a minimal size of S R to generate hashcodes, we initialize S R as a random subset of S of small size I (line 1). Value of α increases in each greedy step, as a constant fraction of the increasing size of S R (line 8). In a greedy step, we compute MI LB values for all the candidate NLP structures (lines 8 to 17), and the one with the highest MI LB is selected as the greedy optimal (line 19). Employing the paradigm of stochastic sampling, for estimating MI LB for a candidate, we randomly sample a small subset of S of size γ along with their class labels (line 9). Also, we consider only a small random subset of S as candidates, of size β (line 10). Kernel matrices are computed in advance (lines 11, 12), and then used to compute MI LB value for each of the candidates (lines 15, 16, 17). Alg. 1 requires kernel computations of order, O(γM 2 +γβM ), with β, γ being the sampling size constants; in practice, M N .
Optimizing Configuration Parameters:
Alg. 2 jointly optimizes the configuration parameters of KLSH model (H, α, f M h k ) and the ensemble classification specific parameters (R, η), maximizing MI LB with grid search over the parameters; it is easily extensible for other search strategies (Snoek et al., 2015; Bergstra and Bengio, 2012) .
Alg. 2 computes kernel matrix, K R , between S and S R (line 1). During the optimization, for any given KLSH configuration (H, α, f M h k ), K R is reused to compute hashcodes for random subsets of S (line 3, 4); for each configuration of ensemble (R, η), an empirical estimate of MI LB is obtained from the hashcodes and the class labels (line 7). In theory, if hashcode distributions could be represented analytically, or we had an infinite number of samples, maximizingĪ(C : Y) will favor the highest possible value for H; however, for empirical estimates ofĪ(C : Y), a smaller value for H should be more optimal due to a small size (γ) of samples set (line 3), favoring a model with low complexity as desired (aligning to the Occam's razor principle on model complexity).
Nonstationary Extension for Kernels
One common principle applicable to all the convolution kernel functions, K(., .), defining similarity between any two NLP structures is: K(., .) is expressed in terms of a kernel function, k(., .), that defines similarity between any two tokens (node/edge labels in Fig. 1 ). Some common examples of k(., .), from previous works (Culotta and Sorensen, 2004; Srivastava et al., 2013) , are:
Herein, a, b are tokens, and w a , w b are the corresponding word vectors. The first two kernels are stationary, i.e. translation invariant (Genton, 2001) . The last two are nonstationary, though lacking nonstationarity-specific parameters for learning nonstationarity in a data-driven manner.
There are generic nonstationarity-based parameterizations, unexplored in NLP, applicable for extending not only a stationary kernel but any kernel, k(., .), to a nonstationary one, k N S (., .), so as to achieve higher expressiveness and generalization in model learning (Higdon, 1998; Snelson et al., 2003) .
For NLP tasks, from a nonstationary k N S (., .), the corresponding extension of K(., .), K N S (., .), is also guaranteed to be a valid nonstationary convolution kernel. 8 Some generic nonstationary extensions of k(., .) are as follows. 
Here, Σ 0, σ ≥ 0, are nonstationarity-based parameters; for more details, see (Paciorek and Schervish, 2003; Adams and Stegle, 2008) . Among the two extensions, the latter one is simpler yet intuitive, as briefed in the following. If σ a = 0, it means that the token a should be completely ignored when computing a convolution kernel similarity of an NLP structure (tree, path, etc.) that contains the token a (node or edge label a) w.r.t. another NLP structure. Thus, the additional nonstationary parameters allow convolution kernels to be expressive enough for deciding if some substructures in an NLP structure should be ignored explicitly. 9 While the above proposed idea of nonstationary kernel extensions for NLP structures remains general, for the experiments, the nonstationary kernel for similarity between tuples with format (edgelabel, node-label) is defined as the product of kernels on edge labels, e a , e b , and node labels, n a , n b ,
((e i , n i ),(e j , n j )) = σ e i k e (e i , e j )σ e j k n (n i , n j ), with σ operating only on edge labels. Edge labels come from syntactic or semantic parses of text with small size vocabulary (see syntactic parse-based edge labels in Fig. 1) ; we keep σ ∈ {0, 1} as a measure for robustness to over-fitting. These parameters are optimized by maximizing the MI LB.
Experiments
We evaluate our model "KLSH-RF" (kernelized locality-sensitive hashing with random forest) for the biomedical relation extraction task using four public datasets, AIMed, BioInfer, PubMed45, (B) datasets. For each model, we report F1 score in the first row corresponding to it. In some of the previous works, precision, recall numbers are not reported; wherever available, we show precision, recall numbers as well, in brackets. Here, "Ganin16-Rios18" means that the model is originally proposed in (Ganin et al., 2016) , and evaluated for these datasets by (Rios et al., 2018) .
BioNLP, as briefed below. 10 Fig. 1 illustrates that the task is formulated as a binary classification of extraction candidates. For evaluation, it is standard practice to compute precision, recall, and F1 score on the positive class (i.e., identifying valid extractions). The number of valid/invalid extractions in each dataset is shown in Tab. 1.
Details on Datasets and Structural Features:
AIMed and BioInfer: For AIMed and BioInfer datasets, cross-corpus evaluation has been performed in many previous works (Airola et al., 2008; Miwa et al., 2009; Tikk et al., 2010; Chang et al., 2016; Peng and Lu, 2017; Hsieh et al., 2017; Rios et al., 2018) . Herein, the task is of identifying pairs of interacting proteins (PPI) in a sentence while ignoring the interaction type. We follow the same evaluation setup, using Stanford Dependency Graph parses of text sentences 11 to obtain undirected shortest paths as structural features for use with a path kernel (PK) to classify protein-protein pairs. PubMed45 & BioNLP: We use PubMed45 and BioNLP datasets for an extensive evaluation of our KLSH-RF model; for more details on the two datasets, see (Garg et al., 2016) and (Kim et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2011; Nédellec et al., 2013 ). Annotations in these datasets are richer in the sense that a bio-molecular interaction can involve up to two participants, along with an optional catalyst, and an interaction type from an unrestricted list. In PubMed45 (BioNLP) dataset, 36% (17%) of the "valid" interactions are such that an interaction must involve two participants and a catalyst. For both datasets, we use abstract meaning representation (AMR) to build subgraph or shortest path-based structural features (Banarescu et al., 2013) , for use with graph kernels (GK) or path kernels (PK) respectively, as done in the recent works evaluating these datasets (Garg et al., 2016; Rao et al., 2017) . For a fair comparison of the classification models, we use the same bio-AMR parser (Pust et al., 2015) as in the previous works. In (Garg et al., 2016) , the PubMed45 dataset is split into 11 subsets for evaluation, at paper level. Keeping one of the subsets for testing, we use the others for training a binary classifier. This procedure is repeated for all 11 subsets in order to obtain the final F1 scores (mean and standard deviation values are reported from the numbers for 11 subsets). For BioNLP dataset (Kim et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2011; Nédellec et al., 2013) , we use training datasets from years 2009, 2011, 2013 for learning a model, and the development dataset from year 2013 as the test set; the same evaluation setup is followed in (Rao et al., 2017) .
In addition to the competitive models previously evaluated on these datasets, we also compare our KLSH-RF model to KLSH-kNN (kNN classifier with KSLH approximation).
Parameter Settings:
We use GK and PK, both using the same word vectors, with kernel parameter settings as in (Garg et al., 2016; Mooney and Bunescu, 2005) . 12 Reference set size, M , doesn't need tuning in our proposed model; there is a trade-off between compute cost and accuracy; by default, we keep M = 500. Unless mentioned otherwise, kernelhashing parameters, H, α, R, η, f M h k , in our model are optimized using Alg. 2 (γ = 3000). For tuning 12 More details will be provided in documentation for code.
Models
PubMed45 PubMed45-ERN BioNLP SVM (Garg16) any other parameters in our model or competitive models, including the choice of a kernel similarity function (PK or GK), we use 10% of training data, sampled randomly, for validation purposes. When selecting reference set S R randomly, we perform 10 trials, and report mean statistics. 13 The same applies for KLSH-kNN. When optimizing S R with Alg. 1, we use I=5, β=1000, γ=300 (sampling parameters are easy to tune). We employ 3 cores on an i5 processor, with 16GB memory.
Main Results for KLSH-RF
In the following we compare the simplest version of our KLSH-RF model that is optimized using Alg. 2 (γ = 3000); it takes 300 seconds to optimize the hashing configuration parameters (lines 2-12 in Alg. 2). In summary, our KLSH-RF model outperforms state-of-the-art models consistently across the four datasets, along with very significant speedups in training time w.r.t. traditional kernel classifiers.
Results for AIMed and BioInfer Datasets:
In reference to Tab. 2, KLSH-RF gives an F1 score significantly higher than state-of-the-art kernel-based models (6 pts gain in F1 score w.r.t. KLSH-kNN), and consistently outperforms the neural models. When using AIMed for training and BioInfer for testing, there is a tie between Adv-Bi-LSTM (Rios et al., 2018) and KLSH-RF. However, KLSH-RF still outperforms their Adv-CNN model by 3 pts; further, the performance of Adv-CNN and Adv-Bi-LSTM is not consistent, giving a low F1 score when training on the BioInfer dataset for testing on AIMed. For the latter setting of AIMed as a test set, we obtain an F1 score improvement by 2 pts Here, orange and blue bars are for precision and recall numbers respectively. "NSK" refers to nonstationary kernel learning; PK & GK denote Path Kernels and Graph Kernels respectively; NS-PK and NS-GK are extensions of PK and GK respectively, with addition of nonstationarity based binary parameters; "M30" represents S R of size 30 selected randomly, and the suffix "RO" in "M30-RO" refers to optimization of S R (Reference optimization) in contrast to random selection of S R .
w.r.t. the best competitive models (RNN and KLSHkNN).
The models based on adversarial neural networks (Ganin et al., 2016; Rios et al., 2018) , Adv-CNN, Adv-Bi-LSTM, CNN-RevGrad, Bi-LSTMRevGrad, are learned jointly on labeled training datasets and unlabeled test sets, whereas our model is purely supervised. In contrast to our principled approach, there are also system-level solutions using multiple parses jointly, along with multiple kernels, and knowledge bases (Miwa et al., 2009; Chang et al., 2016) . We refrain from comparing KLSH-RF w.r.t. such system level solutions, as it would be an unfair comparison from a modeling perspective.
Results for PubMed45 and BioNLP Datasets:
A summary of main results is presented in Tab. 3. "PubMed45-ERN" is another version of the PubMed45 dataset from (Garg et al., 2016) , with ERN referring to entity recognition noise. Clearly, our model gives F1 scores significantly higher than SVM, LSTM, and the KLSH-kNN model. For PubMed45 and BioNLP, the F1 score for KLSH-RF is higher by 9 pts and 3 pts respectively w.r.t. state of the art. Note that standard deviations of F1 scores are high for the PubMed45 dataset (and PubMed45-ERN) because of the high variation in distribution of text across the 11 test subsets (the F1 score improvements with our model are statistically significant, pvalue=4.4e-8).
For the PubMed45 dataset, there are no previously published results with a neural model (LSTM). The LSTM model of (Rao et al., 2017) , proposed specifically for the BioNLP dataset, is not directly applicable for the PubMed45 dataset because the list of interaction types in the latter is unrestricted. F1 score numbers for SVM classifier were also improved in (Garg et al., 2016) by additional contributions such as document-level inference, and the joint use of semantic and syntactic representations; those systemlevel contributions are complementary to ours, so excluded from the comparison.
Detailed Analysis of KLSH-RF
While we are able to obtain superior results with our KLSH-RF model w.r.t. state-of-the-art methods using just core optimization of the hashing configuration parameters, in this subsection we analyze how we can further improve the model. In Fig. 4 we present our results from optimization of other aspects of the KLSH-RF model: non-stationary kernel parameters learning (NS) and reference set optimization (RO). We also analyze the effect of parameters, f M h k , H, R, under controller settings (α is fixed to value 20 for M ∈ {100, 500}, and α = 6 for M = 30). We report mean values for precision, recall, F1 scores. For these experiments, we focus on PubMed45 and BioNLP datasets. Nonstationary Kernel Learning (NSK): In Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) , we compare performance of non-stationary kernels, w.r.t. traditional stationary kernels (M=100). As proposed in Sec. 2.4, the idea is to extend a convolution kernel (PK or GK) with non-stationarity-based binary parameters (NS-PK or NS-GK), defined for the top 50% frequent edge labels, optimized iteratively via MI LB maximization (γ = 200). For the PubMed45 dataset with PK, the advantage of NSK learning is more prominent, leading to high increase in recall (4 pts), and marginal increase in precision (1 pt). Compute time for learning the non-stationarity parameters in our KLSH-RF model is less than an hour. Reference Set Optimization: In Fig. 4(c) and 4(d) , we analyze the effect of the reference set optimization (RO), in comparison to random selection, and find that the optimization leads to some increase in precision (5-6 pts for M = 100), but a marginal drop in recall (1-2 pts for M = 100); we used PK for these experiments. For the BioNLP dataset, the improvements are more significant. To optimize reference set S R for M = 100, it takes approximately 2 to 3 hours (with β = 1000, γ = 300 in Alg. 1). Analyzing Hashing Parameters: In Fig. 4 (e) and 4(f), we compare performance of all three hash functions (f M h k ). Hash functions "RMM" and "RkNN" outperform hash function "Kulis," especially for the PubMed45 dataset. For PubMed45 dataset, we also vary the parameters R, H (η=None & M = 500, using PK); see Fig. 4(g) . For a low value of H (15, 30), the F1 score drops significantly. We also note that despite the high number of hashcode bits, classification accuracy improves only if we have a minimal number of decision trees. Compute Time: Compute times to train all the models are reported in Fig. 4 (h) for the BioNLP dataset; similar time scales apply for other datasets. We observe that our basic KLSH-RF model (trained using Alg. 2) has a very low training cost, w.r.t. models like LSTM, KLSH-kNN, etc. (similar analysis applies for inference cost). The extensions of KLSH-RF, KLSH-RF-RO and KLSH-RF-NS, are more expensive yet cheaper than LSTM and SVM.
Related Work
Other Hashing Techniques: In addition to the hashing techniques considered in this paper, other locality-sensitive hashing techniques (Weinberger et al., 2009; Mu and Yan, 2010; Liu et al., 2011; Heo et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2012; Grauman and Fergus, 2013; Zhao et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2017) are either not kernel based, or defined for specific kernels that are not applicable for hashing of NLP structures (Raginsky and Lazebnik, 2009 ). In deep learning, hashcodes are used for similarity search for objects, but not for classification of objects (Liong et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016) . Hashcodes for Feature Compression: Binary hashing has been used as an approximate feature compression technique so as to reduce storage/computation costs (Li et al., 2011; Mu et al., 2014) . This work proposes hashing as a representation learning technique.
Uses of Hashcodes in NLP:
In NLP, hashcodes were used only for similarity or nearest neighbor search for words/tokens in various NLP tasks (Bawa et al., 2005; Ravichandran et al., 2005; Goyal et al., 2012; Wurzer et al., 2015; Shi and Knight, 2017) , with kernel-hashing of NLP structures, not just tokens, explored only in this work. Weighting Substructures: Our idea of skipping substructures through nonstationary kernels draws some similarities to sub-structure mining algorithms (Suzuki and Isozaki, 2006; Severyn and Moschitti, 2013) . Recently, it is proposed to learn the weights of sub-structures for regression, but not in classification problems (Beck et al., 2015) .
Conclusions
In this paper we propose to use a well-known technique, kernelized locality-sensitive hashing (KLSH), in order to derive feature vectors from natural language structures. More specifically, we propose to use random subspaces of KLSH codes for building a random forest of decision trees. We find this methodology particularly suitable for modeling natural language structures in supervised settings where there are significant mismatches between the training and the test conditions. Moreover we optimize a KLSH model in the context of classification performed using a random forest, by maximizing a variational lower bound on the mutual information between the KLSH codes (feature vectors) and the class labels. We apply the proposed approach to the difficult task of extracting information about bio-molecular interactions from the semantic or syntactic parsing of scientific papers. Experiments on a wide range of datasets demonstrate the considerable advantages of our method.
